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The year in review

Pre-season
You never start a new season with exactly the same team as finished the year before and we used
the winter to strengthen and renew the squads. Tigers welcomed Bailey, Richard Goar and Steph,
Tiggers were strengthened by the addition of Jenna, and then after the end of the indoor season
Tasha, Michal and Jennifer also joined us. 

Division 2
At the start of the season our main aim was to avoid relegation, and we did that and more. It soon
became clear that we were able to compete successfully at this level, especially after we boosted
the squad with the recruitment of Anissa and Nadia. Meerkats were obviously the best team in our
division but there wasn’t much separating the next 3 teams and it was only in the last week of the
season that the 2nd promotion place was settled with the Speeders finally winning the promotion
they have successfully avoided for so many years! Overall we had a successful return to Division 2
and can look forward to 2023 with some confidence.

Division 4
We made a strong start to the season, winning our first 4 games on the bounce. We weren’t quite
as good as those results might have suggested and we had a wobble in the middle of the season
before we came good in the last few weeks, winning promotion and playing our best softball of the
year as we recorded a strong end to our league campaign.

Tournaments
We performed strongly at  several  tournaments  this  year,  and played in several  finals,  but
whereas last year we won large amounts of silverware this season, it was a repeated case of
“close, but no cigar”.



Tigers squad

Tiggers Squad



Division 2 league campaign
27/04/22 Tigers @ Thunder
The Tigers first Wednesday night game since 2019 ended in a well deserved victory over 2021
Division 2 runners up Thunder II. It was nip and tuck in the early innings with the Tigers holding a
narrow 10 – 9 lead after 3 but then a 5 run top of the 4 th gave us a cushion that proved too much
for the Thunder team to overcome. 
In the field highlights included Steph’s excellent catches in right centre, some acrobatic fielding by
TK on 1st some good backing up and tidying up by Simon, good pitching by Steve and some really
good work on 2nd by Caroline.
Ed (5 for 5) was the male OBP leader with Alyssa (3 for 5) the female leader. Ed was also the Home
Run King hitting 3 four baggers, Simon and Alyssa also claimed one apiece.
Special mention should be made of Bailey who played when she should really have been on her
sick bed.

Tigers MVPs were Caroline and Ed

Tigers 6 2 2 5 0 3 3 21
Thunder 5 1 3 1 2 3 0 15

04/05/22 Tigers @ Mavericks II
There were lots of positives to take out of our second game of the season but in the end we were
not quite good enough to win a see saw game. We started the game with an impressive first inning
but the runs dried up after that and the Mavericks gradually worked their way back into the game
and took the lead in the bottom of the 4th.. James’s Grand Slam brought us back level in the top of
the 6th but the Mavericks 8 run reply was too much for us to overcome. 
Ed topped the OBP standings again going 4 for 4, Alyssa and Caroline were the female leads, each
going 3 for 4. Home Run heroes were Simon and James with one apiece. In the field Steve pitched
a good game, Ed worked hard at short and Caroline did good work at first but the stand out was
Simon with an excellent display at second base highlighted by a long range running catch of a hit
down  the  first  base  line  that  some  of  the  opposition  thought  must  have  been  made  by  an
outfielder.
In the end we made the Mavericks work hard for the win we but didn’t quite have the experience
to take the win ourselves.

Tigers MVPs were Alyssa and Simon

Tigers 6 0 0 0 0 4 0 10
Mavericks II 3 1 0 4 2 8 X 18



11/05/22 Tigers v Bandidos
An understrength Tigers team came up short against  an efficient Bandidos outfit.  They started
slightly stronger, then pulled away into a commanding lead in the middle innings. We shut them
down in the final two innings but it was too little too late.
Anissa was the OBP leader going 2 for 2 on her Tigers debut, Simon and Steve were the best of the
men, each going 3 for 4. Our only Home Run hero was Steph with a 3 run effort in the 2nd inning. In
the field Steve pitched a good game, Simon made some nice plays at short stop, Bailey took a nice
catch in left and there was no lack of effort anywhere in the field but things never really came
together for us as a team. Natasha deserves a special mention on her 2nd and (for the moment)
final Tigers appearance, getting her first league hit and taking her first league catch on a pop up at
the plate. Anissa and Nadia both made their debuts and looked promising. 

Tigers MVPs were Natasha and Simon

Bandidos 2 4 3 6 3 0 0 18
Tigers 1 3 1 0 1 0 2 8

18/05/22 Tigers @ Camels II
The Tigers claimed our second win of the season with a fine performance against a Camels II team 
who had to play 1 short. We took a 12- 4 lead after 4 innings and despite a 5 run bottom of the 5th 
for the Camels that brought them within 3 runs we didn’t panic and pulled away again to claim a 7 
run win
Male OBP leaders were the two Richards, female leaders were Alyssa and Anissa, all four going 4 
for 5. Our sole Home Run hitter was Rich T. with a 3 run blow in the 7th that helped put the seal on 
the win.
In the field Rich G. pitched a fine game. Nadia claimed a couple of outs on pop ups at catcher. Ed, 
TK and Steve combined to turn a fine 6-3-5 double play and whole team worked hard throughout 
to such effect that the Camels had only 2 innings were they scored more than 1 run.
Tigers MVPs were Alyssa and Ed

Tigers 2 3 3 4 0 1 4 17
Camels II 0 1 3 0 5 0 1 10

25/05/22 Tigers v Meerkats
A game that was close all the way through until the top of the 7 th when the Meerkats finally pulled
away into a big lead. 

Ed (4 for 4) was the male OBP leader, closely followed by Rich G. (4 for 5). Caroline (3 for 4) was
the female lead. In the field Anissa did good work on 2nd,  Caroline took some nice catches in right,
Rich G. pitched a good game and the whole team made the unbeaten league leaders work really
hard for their win. Despite the loss this was a  good performance that shows that we have nothing
to fear playing at this level.

Tigers MVPs were Caroline and Rich G.

Meerkats 2 5 0 2 4 0 6 19
Tigers 1 3 2 0 1 3 2 12



01/06/22 Tigers @ Speeders
A close fought game resulting in a well deserved win. After a 5 run top of the 1 st the Speeders
fought back to take a 1 run lead after 3 innings. We took the lead again in the top of the 4 th only
for the Speeders to draw level after 6 innings. One run in the top of the 7 th seemed a vulnerable
lead but we managed to shut out the Speeders in the bottom of the inning to claim the win. 

Male OBP leader was Ed who went 4 for 4. Female lead was Holly who went 3 for 5. In the field
Rich pitched a good game, TK was excellent at first with a couple of nice tag plays. Simon and
Steph played well in the outfield. 

Tigers MVPs were Holly and Steph

Tigers 5 1 0 1 3 2 1 13
Speeders 2 0 5 1 0 4 0 12

08/06/22 Tigers v Titans
An ultimately  comfortable  win against  an under strength  Titans  team who were never ahead
except in the top of the first but who stayed in touch until an eight run bottom of the 6 th finally put
the game to bed. We weren't always flawless in the field but some impressive batting meant we
never really looked like losing. 

Male OBP leaders were Simon and James who each went 4 for 4. Female lead was TK who went 3
for 3. Simon was the Home Run King with three four baggers,  Rich T.  and Steph claimed one
apiece.  In the field Rich pitched a good game, Simon did good work at short stop and Caroline was
solid at first. TK took a nice catch on a pop up behind the plate.

Tigers MVPs were TK and Simon

Titans 4 1 1 2 2 2 0 12
Tigers 7 3 1 2 3 8 X 24

15/06/22 Tigers v Thunder II
An eight run top of the 1st set up a comfortable win for the Tigers against Thunder. The batting fell
away slightly after that but we were efficient in the field throughout.

Male OBP leaders were Simon and James who each went 3 for 4, female lead was TK who went 2
fr 3. Home Run heroes were James and Simon again with one apiece.

In the field Simon pitched a fine game and also fielded his position well. Nadia took some good
catches in right and James and Steph also did good work in the outfield. TK performed well at 1 st as
did Anissa at 2nd.

Tigers MVPs were TK and Simon

Thunder II 0 0 0 2 0 3 1 6
Tigers 8 3 0 0 4 0 X 15



22/06/22 Tigers v Mavericks II
An evening to forget for the Tigers as we were given a lesson in how to play softball by an efficient
Mavericks team who on the night were superior in pretty much every facet of the game .  We
showed some signs of life with the bats in the 4th and 5th innings but it was too little too late to
avoid the mercy rule loss.

Male OBP leaders were Steve and Simon who each went 3 for 4. Female leaders were Caroline,
Alyssa and TK who each went 1 for 3. In the field Caroline took some nice catches in right, Simon
and Anissa worked hard at short and second respectively and TK was solid at first.

Tigers MVPs were Alyssa and Simon

Mavericks II 2 3 0 8 1 7 21
Tigers 0 0 0 1 3 0 4

29/06/22 Tigers @ Bandidos
The Tigers recorded a solid win against an under strength Bandidos team. It was slow going in
the early innings but an 8 run 4th gave us a commanding lead and another big inning in the 6 th

gave us the mercy rule win. 

Defensively we were solid throughout with the highlight being Alyssa’s spectacular running left
field catch in the bottom of the 1st. Steve pitched well throughout, Caroline did good work on 1st ,
Anissa was impressive on 2nd, and everyone contributed to a fine defensive display.
Male OBP leader was Steve who went 4 for 5, female leads were Bailey and Anissa who each went
3 for 4.

Tigers MVPs were Nadia and Steve

Tigers 2 3 0 8 1 7 21
Bandidos 0 0 0 1 3 0 4

06/07/22 Tigers v Camels II
The Tigers took an early lead in this game, had a wobble in the middle innings and then closed out
the win in an efficient manner. We were 7-1 up after the first two innings only for the Camels to
come back and take an 11-8 lead half way through the 5th. They looked favourites at that stage but
we fought back well,  outscoring them 7 to 2 over the rest of the game  and claiming the win. 

OBP leaders were Simon, Ed and Alyssa who all went 4 for 5. Home Run Heroes were Simon and
Ed with 1 each. In the field Steve pitched well, Nadia looked good on first and James and Simon
took a bucketful of catches in the outfield.

Tigers MVPs were Nadia and Simon

Camels II 1 0 3 0 7 2 0 13
Tigers 4 3 0 1 3 4 X 15



13/07/22 Tigers @ Meerkats
The Tigers took an 8-2 lead in the first 3 innings of this game against an understrength Meerkats
team and then did enough in the rest of the game to maintain that advantage.

Male OBP leader was Ed who went 4 for 5. Female leader was Alyssa who went 3 for 5. Home Run
Hero was Simon with a two run effort in the top of the 7 th.  In the field everyone contributed to a
solid defensive performance, with highlights including Steve’s pitching, a couple of nice catches by
Caroline at 2nd and some nice outfield grabs by Alyssa and Simon. 

Tigers MVPs were Alyssa and Simon

Tigers 3 0 5 1 1 3 2 15
Meerkats 0 0 2 2 1 3 1 9

20/07/22 Tigers v Speeders
The Tigers went behind early to the Speeders, had a big 4 th inning that gave us a lead and then
forgot to do any fielding in the 6th, allowing the Speeders to take a large and, as it turned out,
insurmountable lead. We looked “flat” in this game right from the start, a game to forget. 

Male OBP leader was Steph who went 4 for  4 on his  return from injury.   Female leader was
Caroline who went 3 for 4. Our Home Run Hero this week was Steph with a 4 bagger in the bottom
of the 7th.  

In the field we were not at our best and brightest but there were some highlights. Steve pitched as
well as ever and was also good in the field, Alyssa did good work in left field and we took the out
on a well worked rundown play between 3rd and home in the 5th..

Tigers MVPs were Caroline and Steph

Speeders 3 3 0 1 2 11 1 21
Tigers 1 0 2 7 2 0 1 13



03/08/22 Tigers @ Titans
The Tigers line up had an unfamiliar look about it this week but we competed well against a heavy
hitting Titans team before going down to a 3 run defeat.

Undisputed OBP leader was Caroline who batted 1000 (5 for 5), in second place was male OBP
leader  Ed  who went  4  for  5.  Ed  was  also  our  only  home run  hitter.  Conor  also  deserves  an
honourable mention for going 3 for 5 on his Division 2 debut.

In the filed it was a bit of a mixed bag, there were some nice plays but also a series of unforced
errors that contributed to the eventual loss. 

As well as Conor’s debut Oli made his first Division 2 appearance of the season, Lou played in her
first league game of the year and TK made a welcome return from injury.

Tigers MVPs were Alyssa and Ed 

Tigers 5 2 0 2 3 0 4 16
Titans 1 7 4 4 2 1 X 19

10/08/22 Tigers @ Speeders
A high scoring game that was littered with fielding errors, if they were they errors. I’m not sure
Softball was the winner on this particular occasion. The Speeders mounted a big come back in the
bottom of the 7th but we were ahead for the whole game and deserved the win.

Undisputed OBP leader was Steph who batted 1000 (5 for 5), in second place was female OBP
leader Alyssa who went 4 for 5. Steph was also our only home run hitter. In the field Steph was our
stand out player, putting in a really good performance at short stop. 

 Tiggers Conor and Natasha both had solid games and didn’t let the side down.

Tigers MVPs were Nadia and Stephane

Tigers 1 1 9 0 5 3 0 19
Speeders 1 0 5 5 1 0 5 17



10/08/22 Tigers @ Meerkats
A tough day at the office for the Tigers who were given a lesson in how to play softball by an
impressive and efficient Meerkats team. The Meerkats looked every inch the Division1 team in
waiting that they are.

Male OBP leader was Rich T. who went 2 for 2, female leader was TK (1 for 2). Home Run hero was
Rich T. with a solo homer in the 2nd. In the field everyone worked hard.  Tigger Conor had another
solid game. The game was notable for was an enthusiastic, largely canine, crowd who weren’t
afraid to make their voices heard.

Tigers MVPs were Caroline and Rich T.

Tigers 0 1 0 2 0 3
Meerkats 6 2 5 3 2 18

24/08/22 Tigers @ Mavericks
When TK got injured the Saturday before match day it looked like this game wouldn’t happen at all
as we were down to 6 players who were fit and available. Happily after a chase around, with the
help of several Tiggers, we had a team of people eager to play but with a much changed line up
could we be competitive against a Mavericks team who had already beaten us twice in 2022?
It didn’t look like it after the 1st inning when we were 7 – 1 down but we settled down after that
and fought our way back into the game. The lead changed hands several times before the game
was called for bad light after 6 innings with the score tied, the last out being recorded at 3 rd on a
bases loaded come backer that hit pitcher Rich. The tie left us in 3 rd place in the league whereas a
win would have put us in 2nd and in a promotion spot.
OBP leaders on the night were Ed and Aly who each went 4 for 4. Our only Home Run of the
evening was a left field blast by Steph in the 5th though Alyssa also hit a pair of triples.
In the field the stand out performers were Steph and Alyssa with Rich also fielding his position
well.
Tiggers Lynsey and Jennifer made their 2nd division debuts in this game and didn’t let anybody
down. Dave made his first Division 2 appearance for 3 years and more regular guest Tasha also
stepped up to the plate in the team’s hour of need.

Tigers MVPs were Alyssa and Steph

Tigers 1 2 5 2 4 0 14
Mavericks 7 0 2 5 0 2 14



Tigers squad Batting Stats
Name Games PA OBP HR Name Games PA OBP HR

Ed 15 65 754 5 Alyssa 14 64 656 1
James 8 37 595 2 Anissa 13 53 547
Rich G 8 33 576 Bailey 11 45 422
Rich T 13 51 588 3 Caroline 14 58 466
Simon 12 55 655 7 Holly 5 18 389

Stephane 10 42 595 4 Lou 3 10 200
Steve 14 55 508 Nadia 10 38 289

TK 11 42 381

Other players
Name Games Bat HR Name Games Bat HR
Conor 3 7/11 Jennifer 1 2/3
Dave 1 2/3 Lynsey 1 2/4

Oli 1 3/5 Natasha 4 4/14
Sandra 1 2/4



Tigers League Fixtures

Date v’s W/L Score
27/04 Thunder II W 21-15
04/05 Mavericks II L 10-18
11/05 Bandidos L 8-18
18/05 Camels II W 17-10
25/05 Meerkats L 12-19
01/06 Speeders W 13-12
08/06 Titans W 24-12
15/06 Thunder II W 15-6
22/06 Mavericks II L 4-21
29/06 Bandidos W 21-4
06/07 Camels II W 15-13
13/07 Meerkats W 15-9
20/07 Speeders L 13-21
03/08 Titans L 16-19
10/08 Speeders W 19-17
17/08 Meerkats L 3-18
25/08 Mavericks II T 14-14

Final Division 2 tables

Team P W T L F GB
Meerkats (C) 17 16 0 1 0 –
Speeders (P) 17 10 0 7 0 6
Tigers 17 9 1 7 0 6½
Mavericks II 17 7 1 9 0 8½

Thunder II 17 9 0 8 0 –
Titans 17 8 0 8 1 1⅓
Camels II 17 6 0 11 0 3
Bandidos (R) 17 2 0 14 1 7⅓



Division 4 League campaign
26/04/22 Raiders @ Tiggers
An encouraging performance and a fine win in our first game of the season. After a good first
inning we had a brief scare in the 2nd when the Raiders showed us how much they had improved
since last season, but after that we shut them down whilst at the same time our bats came back to
life and we put the game to bed with an 8 run 5th that gave us the mercy rule win.

Oli (5 for 5) was the male OBP leader, Lynsey and guest Caroline (each 4 for 4) were the female
leads. Emma and Michal were close behind, each going 3 for 4. Home Run heroes were Oli, Matt
and Michal with one apiece. Everyone in the line up recorded at least two hits. In the field Oli
pitched a good game, Mike showed promise at short stop and Becky did some good work on 2nd. 

Tiggers MVPs were Emma and Oli

Raiders 2 6 0 0 0 8
Tiggers 8 0 5 2 8 23

03/05/22 Tiggers @ Barflies
A game of two halves. We fell behind early to the reborn Barflies before springing to life in the
later innings, putting runs on the board whilst simultaneously shutting them down at the plate. 
In the field Oli was excellent at short stop, Jenna equally good at first, Becky drew praise from the
opposition for her work at 2nd and Dave pitched a good game. 
Male OBP leader was Oli, going 5 for 5 with Lynsey the female stand out going 3 for 5. What was
perhaps more important though was that everyone in the line up contributed at the plate, it was a
true team effort. 
Special thanks to guest James who got a pinch hit single in the 7 th and then came round to score a
run that helped to cement the win.

Tiggers MVPs were Jenna and Oli

Tiggers 3 0 0 1 2 4 2 12
Barflies 1 4 0 2 1 0 0 8

10/05/22 Tiggers v Thunder IV
A game of three acts against Thunder IV (the former Colt 45s). We leapt into a big lead early, then
had a snooze in the middle innings before putting a few more runs up on the board late on.
Happily we were strong defensively all through the game so the wobble with the bats did not
prove costly. Oli  pitched really well,  Jenna did good work at  1st and Harry looked good in the
outfield but the stand out was Becky at 2nd successfully turning one nice double play with a couple
of other near misses.
Male OBP leader was Oli, going 4 for 4 with returning fan favourite Sandra the female stand out
going 3 for 4. Harry was our Home Run Hero, hitting his first ever league home run. 
It wasn’t a perfect performance but we did do lots of good things that gave us a satisfying win
against opponents who looked to have plenty of potential themselves.

Tiggers MVPs were Becky and Harry

Thunder IV 2 1 1 0 1 0 2 7
Tiggers 5 6 0 0 3 1 X 15



17/05/22 Tiggers @ Swingers
A close fought game played in disgustingly wet and horrible conditions in which superior pitching
and plate discipline gave us the win over a talented Swingers team. We took a good lead in the
first 3 innings and managed to maintain that lead over the rest of the game.
Aiden was the male OBP leader going 3 for 3. Jennifer was the female leader, going 2 for 3. More
generally we had the patience to take the walks that were on offer and in particular we took the
double walks with 2 outs when they were given to us.  In the field Dave and Oli both pitched well,
with Oli also fielding the position well. Becky was great on 2nd base, Lynsey did good work on first
and Natasha took a great catch in right field.

Tiggers MVPs were Natasha and Oli

Tiggers 0 3 4 0 4 0 2 13
Swingers 0 0 3 2 3 0 2 10

24/05/22 Tiggers v Sluggababes
All good things come to an end and our unbeaten start to the season ended with an a sub par
performance against a Sluggababes side whose stand out player was the Camels’ Conor Battersby.
We took an early lead in the 2nd innings but an 8 run top of the 4th gave the Sluggababes an
advantage they never looked like losing.

Male OBP leaders were Oli and Matt who each went 4 for 5, female leader was Natasha who went
3 for 5. Our Home Run hero was guest James with a solo shot in the bottom of the 7th.

Defensive highlights included Jenna, who looked good despite having to battle the sun at first and
Oli who showed some nice touches at short stop. Elsewhere absences and injuries meant we had
to move people round in the field and we looked shaky defensively all through the game.  There
was no lack of effort from anyone but we lacked a bit of composure at important moments.

Tiggers MVPs were Natasha and Oli

Sluggababes 5 0 2 8 5 1 4 25
Tiggers 5 3 0 1 1 2 2 14

30/05/22 Tiggers @ Screwballs
Screwballs are the best team in Division 4 but we made them work hard for this win. We were
patient at the plate in the first couple of innings and built up a decent lead but the runs dried up
once  the  Screwballs  changed  pitchers.  In  the  field  we  made  lots  of  nice  plays  to  shut  the
Screwballs out in 4 of the first 5 innings but once they got on a roll in the 6 th we had a wobble
defensively and they built up a commanding lead. 

Michal was the male OBP leader, going 3 for 4, Natasha, Jenna and Georgia shared the female
lead, all going 2 for 4. In the field Oli pitched a good game, Michal did some good work at short,
Aiden took a couple of nice catches at 3rd and Jenna was good at 1st 

Tiggers MVPs were Jenna and Oli

Tiggers 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 8
Screwballs 0 0 0 2 0 16 X 18



14/06/22 Tiggers @ Raiders
Tiggers were 8 – 1 up after 3 innings. The Raiders came back strongly after that and things looked
dicey half way through the 7th but we hung on well to take the win. 

Male OBP leader was Oli who went 5 for 5. Female lead were Lynsey and Natasha who each went
4 for 5. Oli was the Home Run King with a pair of four baggers, Rich T. and Steph claimed one
apiece.  

In the field Oli pitched a good game, Harry took some fine catches in the outfield including the all
important last out, Dave enjoyed himself at first, Natasha looked really promising at third and
everyone worked hard.

Tigers MVPs were Lynsey and Oli

Tiggers 1 2 5 2 4 0 1 15
Raiders 1 0 0 5 3 4 0 13

21/06/22 Tiggers v Barflies
After 3 innings the Tiggers were 13-9 behind and things were looking a bit dicey but we shut the
Barflies out for 3 innings after that whilst more than doubling our own score, so we were able to
withstand their 4 run top of the 7th and claim the win with an at bat in hand.

Male OBP leaders were Harry, Michal and Conor who all went 5 for 5. Female lead was Lynsey who
went 4 for 5. Oli was the Home Run Heroes were Matt and Natasha with one four bagger apiece.  

In the field guest Steve pitched a good game, for the second week on the bounce Harry took some
good  catches in the outfield including the all important last out (again) and Jenna was her normal
reliable self at first.

Michal will miss the next 3 games as he’s going home to get married. All the best Michal.

Tigers MVPs were Natasha and Harry

Barflies 2 5 6 0 0 0 4 17
Tiggers 4 3 2 4 5 1 X 19

21/06/22 Tiggers @ Thunder IV
A strange game in which the Tiggers came agonisingly close to making Thunder IV bat again in the
7th with a stirring comeback after being 9 runs down after 6 innings but in the end we fell just
short.

Male OBP leader was Mat who batted 1000 (4 for 4). Female leader was guest Mandy (3 for 4)
with Lynsey (3 for 5) close behind. Home Run Hero was Oli with 3 four baggers including a Grand
Slam.In the field Oli pitched a good game, Aiden made some impressive work on 3 rd, Harry made
some nice catches in left and Lynsey made some good plays on 2nd.

Tigers MVPs were Lynsey and Oli

Tiggers 3 0 2 4 0 0 8 17
Thunder IV 6 2 0 4 4 2 X 18



05/07/22 Tiggers v Swingers
A strange game in which the Tiggers fell well behind, had one big inning to give us a brief lead and
then ended up well beaten by a hard hitting Swingers team. Holidays,  weddings,  sickness and
pregnancy meant we fielded a much changed line up and that plus having to move things round to
comply with the league guest rules disrupted the team in the field.

OBP Kings were Harry who went 5 for 5 and James (4 for 4).  Female leaders were Emma and
Lynsey who each went 3 for 5. Harry was also the Home Run Hero with a pair of four baggers.
Conor and James claimed 1 home run apiece.

In the field we looked like a team with several people playing out of position, because we were!
Guest Jeremy pitched a good game without much luck but on the whole we were poor.

Tigers MVPs were Jennifer and Harry

Swingers 2 4 2 2 7 8 3 28
Tiggers 0 0 3 8 0 1 3 15

12/07/22 Tiggers @ Sluggababes 
The  Tiggers  came  back  well  in  the  last  3  innings  of  this  game  but  it  wasn’t  enough  as  the
Sluggababes had built up a commanding lead by that time. We were our own worst enemies at
times with a series of fielding mistakes and missed chances that helped the Sluggababes on their
way.

OBP Kings were Oli, Glen, Dave and Becky who all batted 1000. Oli was our Home Run hero with a
2 run blast in the 1st inning. In the field Jenna did a good job on 1st Dave pitched well and Harry
took some nice catches in left field. It was good to see Glen back in action, playing his first league
game of the season and not letting anybody down

Tigers MVPs were Jenna and Aiden

Tiggers 2 1 2 1 2 2 4 14
Babes 3 5 4 8 0 0 X 20



26/07/22 Tiggers v Screwballs
The  Tiggers  performance  of  the  season  so  far  took  us  to  a  well  deserved  win  against  the
Screwballs. We batted well and fielded well.

OBP leaders, all batting 1000,  were Oli (5 for 5), Michal (5 for 5) and Georgia (4 for 4). Home Run
hero was Oli with a 2 run effort in the 2nd inning. In the field Oli pitched well, Glen did a solid job at
short stop, Lynsey was impressive looking into the sun at first, Michal made some nice plays at 3 rd,
Becky was good at 2nd and Matt took an impressive and important outfield catch in the top of the
7th Everyone worked hard and contributed to the win.

The  win  could  have  been even more  emphatic  if  it  hadn’t  been for  some “interesting”  base
running at times, in the 3rd inning all 3 outs we gave up were a result of tags on unforced base
runners.

Tiggers MVPs were Lynsey and Oli

Screwballs 3 6 1 1 0 4 0 15
Tiggers 6 2 2 3 1 4 X 18

26/07/22 Tiggers v Rookies
The Tiggers took advantage of our rest week to play a very friendly friendly against the people
attending the rookie sessions. There was some early excitement when we found a cricket game
going on on the pitch and had to move to the other side of the river but it all worked out OK in the
end. We used the occasion to try people in new positions and Michal pitched the whole game
whilst Jennifer played at first for nearly the whole evening. Oli pitched for the rookies for most of
the game with Dave taking over late on. 

Mike and Glen hit  home runs  (and Oli  homered for  the “wrong”  team)  and there  was some
impressive bating and base running up and down the line up.  

Some of the rookies haven’t been playing long so we used indoor balls, which meant we didn’t
have to wear batting helmets – a relief on a hot and humid evening. No box score – it wasn’t that
kind of game but everyone had a good time and hopefully the rookies learned a lot about the
game.

Tiggers MVPs were Jennifer and Michal





09/08/22 Tiggers v Screwballs
The Tiggers came close, very close, to a 2nd league win in 2 games against the Screwballs but in the 
end we fell just short. We fell behind in the early going but a 6 run 3rd inning pulled us back into 
the contest. The Screwballs then regained the lead but we shut them out in the last two innings 
and came within one extra base hit of taking the game into extra innings.

OBP leaders were Harry and Oli (each 5 for 5) with Georgia (3 for 4) the female leader. Home Run 
Heroes were Harry and Oli with 1 apiece. In the field Harry took some nice catches in left, Jenna 
did a good job on first, Michal made a promising league pitching debut,  Conor took a leaping 
salmon catch at 3rd , Lynsey made some nice plays at 2nd and Georgia took a good catch in centre 
left. In amongst all the other excitement Harry also achieved a rare feat in hitting for the cycle – 
single, double, triple and home run - - well done Harry!

Tigers MVPs were Jenna and Harry

Screwballs 5 5 2 2 4 0 0 18
Tiggers 2 2 6 1 4 0 2 17

16/08/22 Tiggers v Babes
The Tiggers  produced their best performance of the season (so far!) to defeat the Sluggababes
and also all but seal promotion. We showed good patience at the plate and stayed calm in the field
and recorded a fine win.

OBP leaders were Harry,  Lynsey (both 5 for 5)  and Conor (4 for 4).  Tasha (4 for 5) was close
behind. Home Run Heroes were Oli and Michal with one apiece. In the field Oli worked hard at
pitcher, Jenna was excellent on first, Lynsey made some good plays at 2nd , Georgia took a nice
catch  in  right  field,  Harry  did  good  work  in  left,  Aiden caught  a  steepling  pop  up  at  3 rd and
everyone worked hard as a team.

Tigers MVPs were Jenna and Oli

Babes 0 1 5 0 2 0 1 9
Tiggers 2 3 2 4 1 5 X 17



23/08/22 Tiggers v Barflies
The Tiggers  produced another fine performance to win our last game of the league season this
year and claim promotion to Division 3. It was nip and tuck for the first 3 innings but we shut the
Barflies out for the last 4 innings and our own 6 run bottom of the 4 th gave us a comfortable lead
that we successfully defended and added to.
Lynsey, Emma and Michal (all 4 for 4) topped the OBP rankings along with Aiden (3 for 3).  Harry
and Emma hit one Home Run each. In the field we moved things round during the game to give
everyone game time in our final game. Becky and Lynsey each took nice catches in right field. Oli
pitched  well,  Matt  did  good  work  in  a  number  of  positions  and  everyone  contributed  to  a
performance that showed how much we have improved as a team over the 2nd half of the season.

Tigers MVPs were Lynsey and Matt

Barflies 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 6
Tiggers 2 1 4 6 1 2 X 16

Tiggers squad Batting Stats

Name Games PA OBP HR Name Games PA OBP HR
Aiden 7 25 480 Becky 8 31 484
Conor 15 60 533  1 Emma 7 32 625 1
Dave 7 20 550 Georgia 14 53 377
Glen 2 9 7/9 Jenna 10 41 390
Harry 12 55 727 5 Jennifer 12 48 292

Matthew 9 37 649 2 Lynsey 14 64 609
Michal 11 48 771 2 Natasha 9 41 561 1

Oli 13 60 783 10



Other players
Name Games Bat HR Name Games Bat HR
James 3 7/7 2 Caroline 1 4/4
Steve 1 2/4 Sandra 1 3/4

Mandy * 1 3/4
Abbie** 1 2/4

* = Barflies   ** = Raiders

Tiggers Division 4 league fixtures
Date v’s W/L Score

26/04 Raiders W 23-8
03/05 Barflies W 12-8
10/05 Thunder IV W 15-7
17/05 Swingers W 13-10
24/05 Sluggababes L 14-25
31/05 Screwballs L 8-18
14/06 Raiders W 15-13
21/06 Barflies W 19-17
28/06 Thunder IV L 17-18
05/07 Swingers L 15-28
12/07 Sluggababes L 14-20
19/07 Screwballs W 18-15
02/08 Screwballs L 17-18
19/08 Sluggababes W 17-9
16/08 Barflies W 16-6

Final Division 4 table
Team P W T L F GB
Sluggababes (C) 15 13 0 2 0 –
Screwballs (P) 15 9 0 6 0 4
Tiggers (P) 14 9 0 6 0 4
Barflies 15 7 0 8 0 6

Thunder IV 14 6 0 8 0 –
Swingers * 14 4 0 10 0 2⅔
Raiders 14 3 0 11 0 3
*Penalised for fielding unregistered players



Tournaments
10/04/22: NW1 (Comp)

We expected to have some tough games in this  tournament and we
weren’t disappointed!  The initial two games against the Camels teams
were hard work and we looked a bit jaded in the first Bobcats game as
we went down to our third loss. We had a bit of a team chart after that
game and approached the rest of the day in a more positive spirit. 
Perhaps as a result the second half of the day was a lot more positive.
We were slightly unlucky to lose a high scoring see saw game against
Thunder, then in the first placing game we made a much better fist of
our second game against Camels 2, though one bad inning scuppering our chance of an upset. Our
last game was against very familiar opponents in the shape of the Bobcats and we produced our
best performance of the day to finally grab a deserved win. 
At the plate male OBP leaders were Oli (750) followed by Simon (688). Female leaders were Bailey
(688) then Alyssa (667). Home Run heroes were Mike with 2 and Simon and Sophie with 1 apiece.
Elsewhere both Becky and Caroline had some nice hits and were unlucky not to get more reward
for their efforts,
In the field all 4 pitchers (Mike, Simon, Oli and Dave) did good work. Oli made some nice grabs
going back into the hole at short stop, Becky took a couple of good catches and nearly pulled off a
miracle play at 2nd. James looked promising at 3rd after an early injury forced him out of the outfield
and onto the bench for a couple of games.  TK and Sophie did good work at 1st. 
Special thanks to guests Sophie and Mike who each made a positive contribution to the team
performances and also supplied chocolate!
Tournament MVPs were Bailey and Oli





23/04/22: Firstball (rec)

The Tigers had an enjoyable and increasingly successful  time at the rec
Firstball  tournament.  After  a  back and forth first  game, featuring some
‘interesting’ fielding by both sides we had a tough time against a big hitting
Bobcats team, though some heavy hitting of our own showed we could do
some damage against high quality opposition. After lunch we recorded a
good win against Thunder highlighted by Caroline’s leaping salmon catch at
2nd before overcoming a poor start to chalk up an easy win against the
Coyotes.  Both  these  games  were  played  in  very  strong  winds  that
continued into the final game of the day and caused considerable difficulties for pitchers.

Our 2 and 2 record left us in 6th place and a second (placing) game against the Stingies – a Stingers
Speeders  combination.  The  wind meant  Becky  made  her  competitive  pitching  debut  in  trying
circumstances but she outlasted her counterpart, Chloe from the Stingers, who retired from the
action after walking our first two batters. The game was nip and tuck to begin with but in the 3rd

(and it turned out final) inning we batted round the order, building up an 8 run lead with the
Stingies only managing a single run in return. A really good performance that gave us satisfying
revenge for the earlier loss and ended the day on a satisfying note.

Oli (857) was the male OBP leader with Matt (727) in second place. Emma (750) was the female
leader followed closely by Alyssa (692). Home Run Heroes were Ed, Matt and a moonlighting Steph
with two apiece and Alyssa with one. In the field Oli did a fine job as the main pitcher with Becky
showing  great  resilience  on  debut.  Jenna  showed  great  promise  on  1st,  Ed  did  good  work  at
shortstop and Caroline was excellent all day.

Tournament MVPs: Oli and Caroline.



24/04/22: Firstball (comp)

The Tigers  had  an injury  affected tough day at  the office at  the comp
Firstball tournament. Rich G. had to retire hurt after the first two games
and injury also forced James into the infield and restricted him on the base
paths. The injuries made an already tough schedule even more difficult. 

The first two games set the pattern, we kept the Mavericks scoring under
control  but  struggled  with  the  bats.  Against  the  Meerkats  our  batting
perked up but our fielding was below par. 

After an hour off our best two performances were the middle two games. We gave the Travelling
Dodgers a very tough work out and carried a lot of the same form into the next game against the
Honey Badgers holding them to a 1 run lead deep into the game. 

Another hour long break in the unseasonably hot weather didn’t do us any favours and we never
really got going in our last two games, against Camels and a Thunder team that had somehow
managed to  end up in the lower bracket despite including multiple GB players. Caroline did take
two excellent catches in right field to prevent what would have been 2 Home Runs.

Steph (714) was the club male OBP leader with Matt (600) in second place. Caroline (600) was the
female leader followed by Holly (500). Home Run Heroes were Ed, Matt and a moonlighting Steph
with two apiece.  In the field Oli  did a  fine job as  the main pitcher with Becky showing great
resilience  on  debut.  Jenna  showed great  promise  on  1st,  Ed  did  good  work  at  shortstop  and
Caroline carried her good Saturday form was no fluke. Thanks to guest Sam for playing with us.

Tournament MVPs: Simon and Caroline.



LGBT etc. 

The Tigers had an enjoyable time at the LGBT tournament. Two wins a tie
and a loss in the group games meant a 2nd  place finish and a semi final
against the winners of the other group.  The was an exciting see saw affair
against  a  strong Warriors  team that  included a number  of  GB players
which went into an extra inning before we came up just short against the
eventual tournament winners.
James (846) was the male OBP leader, with Steph (714) close behind. TK and Bailey (each 667) led
the way for the women. Steph was the Home Run King with 4, James hit a pair and Rob, Emma and
guest  Steve  Kellet  hit  one  apiece.  Natasha  also  deserves  a  special  mention  for  her  batting
performance (583), her best of the season so far. Rob (5 for 5) batted 1000 in his two games but
didn’t get enough at bats to feature in the standings..
In the field Emma did great stuff in the outfield with the highlight a running low level catch in the
first game. Rob was excellent on his return to action. Oli did fine work at short stop and in the
outfield. James was also impressive in the outfield. Sandra and Becky did both well on 2. Both
Steves pitched well.
Holly was injured in the first game but showed great determination in carrying on until the end of
the 3rd game after which she went off to A&E – get well soon Holly.

Tournament MVPs were Emma and Oli.

Tigers 6 2 5 4 17
Warriors 6 7 0 5 18





Liverpool Tournament

We had a successful time at the Liverpool tournament, topping the rec
standings with a 6 and 1 record but then came up agonisingly short in an
extra inning semi final loss to the Bobcats.
A sunny Saturday started with 2 one run wins against United Nations and
Hawaii 5 0  before a high scoring more comfortable win against Stingers.
After  a  two  hour  gap  we  then  put  in  our  worst  performance  of  the
weekend, losing a game to the Dales in which we never looked like getting
the win.
Sunday started with another close win against the eventual tournament winners followed by a
more straight forward victory against Seagulls. Our last grtoup game was against familiar foes, the
bobcats and we played well in chalking up an 11-7 win. 
The meant we finished the group stages in first place and set up a semi final meeting against – yes
- the Bobcats again. We started slowly in this second game but ought back well to leave the score
tied when time ran out after 6 innings. That meant extra innings, the one run we scored was never
likely to be enough and so it proved. 
Milan topped the male OBP stats batting 900 in his one day of play. James (792) was second closely
followed by Steph (727). Female lead was Emma (680) followed by TK (636) and Caroline (500).
Home Run King was Steph with 4, James and Igor each hit a pair of four baggers.
In the field the two Steves both pitched well. TK played well on first All the outfielders worked hard
and took some nice catches and Carline made a couple of highlight reel stops at second. Natasha
showed promise both in the field and at bat. 
Tournament MVPs were Emma and James
Tigers 1 0 0 1 2 4 1 9
Bobcats 2 3 0 0 1 2 2 10





Leeds Tournament

The Tigers finished the Leeds tournament as runners up in the Silver competition. Highlight of the
weekend was a really impressive win in the semi final but we had nothing
left in the tank for the final where we looked a very tired team.
We started Saturday with two games that followed the same pattern, we
took an early lead, looked competitive until the latter stages and then fell
away defensively in the last few minutes. 
Things perked up in the afternoon, we claimed a good win against the
Royals and then just took the honours in a low scoring game against an In
Laws team that featured some familiar faces.
Sunday  started  with  a  run  fest  of  a  game  against  the  youthful  (and
energetic) Archers team. We then came close to shutting out a Camels
team  that  perhaps  weren’t  at  their  best  before  a  one  run  defeat  to
perennial opponents the Bobcats. 
With a 3 and 4 record we were confidently looking forward to a plate semi final only to find we
hadn’t conceded enough runs and were in the cup! Undaunted we then put in by far our best
performance of the weekend to claim a win against a strong Famille Cassling team. 
That put us in a forgettable final against the still youthful and energetic Archers. We didn’t feel
either youthful or energetic and they were very impressive in claiming their win.
James (792) was the male OBP lead followed by Mike Gaskell (708), Caroline (545) was the female
lead, closely followed by Natasha (542). Mike G. was the Home Run king with 4, Stephane hit a pair
and James one.
A report of he weekend wouldn’t be complete without mention of the tree in right centre of the
pitch on which we played all but one of our games. Every umpire seemed to have a different idea
about what to do about it!

Tournament MVPs were Caroline and James



NW2 Tournament

The Tigers had an up and down time at the NW2 tournament but
we fought hard all the way through and there were some notable
highs along the way.
We started the day with a low scoring tie with the Meerkats, after
an hour off we then chalked up a highly satisfying 8-7 win against
the Travelling Dodgers before being brought back down to earth by
a 7-13 loss to the other Dodgers, who fielded a significantly stronger
team than they have been putting out in the league. Our third game
on the bounce was another  game against  regular  opponents  the
Bobcats. They had a stronger team than we faced the week before in Leeds and going into the final
innings we faced a seven run deficit. Undaunted by this we staged a rousing rally capped off by
Rich Goar’s Gland Slam that tied the scores and gave us what turned out to be a valuable point. 
After  another hour  off we had our  two toughest  games of  the weekend,  heavy losses  to the
Mavericks and Mayhem. With the round robin finished we found ourselves in 6 th place and facing a
rematch against the Mavericks that not everyone on the team seemed keen to play! Happily the
2nd match up was a very different game to our first encounter. We took an early lead and with the
aid of perhaps just a little help from the blue held off their fight back and chalked up a 12-8 win.
Overall OBP leader was Anissa (765), male leader was Oli who hit 700. Home Run King was Mike
Miah with a pair. Steph and Simon hit one apiece. 
In the field Rich pitched impressively, TK was good on 1st Anissa made some nice plays at 2nd and
Steph, James and guest Mike all did impressive work in the outfield.

Tournament MVPs were Anissa and Rich



Bristol Somerball

A Tigers  team that  included many guests  had  an  enjoyable  time at  the
Bristol tournament. Saturday was a very successful days with 4 wins and
only 1 (narrow) defeat. 

Sunday started with a couple of defeats but a winning record was enough to
give us a place in the Cup Quarter finals. 

A solid performance in that gave us a 12-3 win and a semi final place. The
semi final was a see saw affair that ended in a one run loss. 

Male OBP leader was Sam Whatmore (786), female leader was Anissa (591). Home Run hero was
Carlos (6?) with James. Rich G., Bryony, and Geraint all hitting two and Rich G one. 

Injury forced tournament team organiser Steph to drop out at short notice but Bailey took over the
running of the team and did a fine job despite being distracted by a series of irritating messages
from Manchester: “The game finished 5 minutes ago and I haven’t had the score sheet yet” “What
does this squiggle mean?”  etc. etc.



East Midlands 

Geraint, James, Dan, Igor, Sam, Steph
Emma, Sara, Sophie, Nadia, Anissa

A  guest  heavy  Tigers  team  had  a  successful  time  at  the  Labor  Day
tournament. The team had a winning record in the group stages (Won 4,
Lost 2, Tied 1). That meant an almost inevitable seeming semi final meeting
with the Bobcats,  one that produced the game of the weekend with the
Tigers coming back from 10 runs behind to record a 15-14 victory and set up
a final against the University of Nottingham team. That final was a tight affair
in which we came up 1 run short.

Male OBP leader over the weekend was Geraint who batted 864 with James (773) in second place.
Female leader was Sophie (773) with Anissa (714) close behind. Home Run leader was James with
5. Igor and Steph hit three homers each, Geraint a pair and Dan and Sam got one each.



Manchester 

The Tigers had a successful time at the Manchester tournament, finishing
as runners up in the Silver competition. The success came at a cost though
with Simon ending the weekend in a surgical boot and Rich T. having to
drop out halfway through Saturday with hamstring trouble.  James and
Nadia  played all  the  games but  picked up injuries  along the way that
hampered them at the time and also that ruled them out of this week’s
league games.

Over the weekend we claimed at least one win against every other team
in the competition apart from the Mavericks. There wasn’t much between
most of the teams involved and we also managed to lose to everyone
apart from the Speeders. 

We had to wait until the semi to record a win against a Bats team that had
beaten us twice in the round robin, and after that it seemed somehow
inevitable that in the final we would then lose to a Bobcats team we had already beaten twice.

Oli was the male OBP leader, batting 938 (15 for 16). Best of the rest was Rich G. who batted 769
(20 for 26). Female leader was Bailey who batted 700 (21 for 30), Anissa was in 2 nd place batting
586 (17 for 19).  James was the Home Run King with a pair, Ed, Oli and Rich G. also homered.

In the field the whole team worked hard over the twelve games. (Twelve!)

Tournament MVPs were Oli and Bailey.





NW3 Rec.
The Tigers had an enjoyable (and long) day at the North West 3 tournament. We won
3 games, were competitive in 2 more and got blown out twice (once by the Bats who
appear to have got their days confused and entered the wrong tournament, once in
the first game were we we still asleep).

At  the  end of  the day  we had  a  play  off game against  the
ThunderBats and claimed a comfortable win that meant that
we finished on a winning note. 
The main down side on the day was an injury to TK who had to
limp out of the action after the first four games. Michal also
only played 4 games but in his case it was the need to go to
work that curtailed his day.

Make OBP leader was Conor (875) with Oli (778)  close behind. Female leader was
Lynsey with TK (667) in second place. Matt and Oli were the joint Home Run leaders
with 3 apiece. Michal and Steve also claimed 1 four bagger apiece.
In the field Steve pitched well through the day, Michal played well in both infield and
outfield, Jenna was reliable on first and everyone did lots of good work. There were
cameo appearances from Rachael, who recorded a hit in her one plate appearance
after TK’s injury and Dave who pitched an inning against the Bats to give Steve a break.

Tournament MVPs were Conor and Lynsey.





Tournament Batting Stats

Name Games PA OBP HR Name Games PA OBP HR
Aiden 12 24 458 Alyssa 17 39 590 1
Conor 7 16 875 Anissa 35 89 652
Dave 13 20 500 Bailey 44 107 598

Ed 20 57 614 4 Becky 32 59 356
Glen 6 13 615 Caroline 53 118 424
Harry 4 8 5/8 Emma 19 50 680 1
James 73 181 674 14 Georgia 12 25 440
Matt 18 38 711 3 Holly 16 35 429

Michal 7 19 526 1 Jenna 16 47 277
Oli 35 87 782 3 Jennifer 7 14 429

Rich G 18 72 694 3 Lynsey 7 17 706
Rich T 13 31 548 Nadia 36 82 537
Rob 2 5 5/5 1 Natasha 35 97 474

Simon 32 75 613 3 Rachael 1 1 1/1
Steph 47 114 632 18 Sandra 15 31 387
Steve 41 91 560 1 TK 42 98 541

Old Boys:

Mike G 9 24 708 4
Mike M 13 23 478 2



League starting fielding positions
Tigers

Tiggers



2021/2 Indoor season
We just managed to put two teams together to compete in the indoor league over the winter, with
the help of a few guests. We saved our best performances for the January tournament where a
composite team had some impressive wins and had a top four finish. In the league both teams
found it hard going at times. Tigers were playing mainly against mainly Div 1 opposition. Tiggers
also faced some high quality teams as well as some easier opponents.  The biggest plus of the
campaign was the chance it gave us to give game time to the players who had joined the club
towards the end of the outdoor season and also bring Stephane and Bailey into the fold.



End of season awards
Male Female

Tigers batting champion

Tigers home run champion

Tiggers batting champion

Tiggers home run champion

Tournament batting champion

Tournament home run champion

Tigers players’ player

Tiggers players’ player

Tigers captain’s player

Tiggers captain’s player






